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Abstract
It is a consensus that the implementation of protected areas in inhabited places should attempt to
match economic development and nature conservation. The aim of this research is to assess the
compatibility between the tourism model developed at Ilha do Mel (Brazil) and its conservation.
The field work consisted in interviews to key informants and to a representative sample of the
economic agents of Ilha do Mel. The analysis attempted to integrate various sustainability
dimensions considering its inter-relationship, and having the social sustainability of the population
majority as the main criterion. The results reveal that the conflict between conservation and
development at Ilha do Mel is centred in the question of who receives the benefits generated by the
actual development model. The natural landscape is the major attractive of the local tourism; it is
proposed that the extension of the tourism benefits to the majority of the population would increase
the probability of engaging them in the conservation. However, this extension of the benefits will
not happen spontaneously by the market action. A conscientious and committed governmental
intervention is proposed, in order to control the market and protect the majority of the population.

1

Background

Protected areas (PAs) are a key element to ensure environmental protection and may play an important
role in Integrated Coastal Management by balancing conservation and development objectives. As
landscape planning tools they ideally optimize the use of land, water and resources for production and
conservation, therefore contributing for the maintenance of ecosystem services and the support of
leisure and tourism (Scherl et al. 2004). Nevertheless, the distribution of these benefits has been
increasingly recognized as an important matter. As the 5th IUCN World Parks Congress
acknowledged, “a considerable part of the earth’s biodiversity survives on territories under the
ownership, control or management of indigenous peoples and local (including mobile) communities”
(Scherl et al. 2004). These relatively deprived populations depend on the natural resources for a
number of goods and services, and often their lifestyle and weak links to the market contributed to
conservation. Despite their stewardship role, these populations usually lose rights, access and control
over the resources when a PA is created (Alpert 1996, Scherl 2005). Even when the creation of a PA is
associated with alternative sources of livelihood such as tourism, there is no guarantee that local
communities will benefit; if the market forces are unregulated, the wealth is directed to those who
have more capital to invest and do not reach significantly the majority of the population (Morris &
Vathana 2003). If the costs of the conservation are not compensated by its benefits, the creation of
PAs might find enemies in the local population (Alpert 1996, Scherl et al. 2004).
Predominantly, the implementation of PAs with the human presence seeks to combine development
and conservation by imposing limits of access and use of resources. Within this strategy the lack of
effective conservation is interpreted as a result of the violation of these limits, due to a lack of both
environmental conscientiousness of the population and control or enforcement by the environmental
agency. Conversely, the poverty of native communities living in PAs is attributed to these limits to
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resource access. The present research questions these interpretations, evidencing that the central
problem is to let the market regulate the implementation of investments and the appropriation of
benefits. The process of social differentiation derived from competition alienates the majority of the
population of the resources, therefore discouraging their compromise with the conservation.
This question is discussed using the case of Ilha do Mel (Honey Island), the most important tourism
destiny of the Paraná State coast, located in Brazil. The native population’s livelihood was originally
based on artisanal fishery and subsistence agriculture. It went through a period of intense changes in
the natural space and the local society due to the tourism development in the 1980’s. Subsequently two
restrictive PAs were created intending to control the expansion in land use; together they cover 95 %
of the island’s surface, leaving 5 % to be used by residents and visitors. Such area is also subjected to
restrictions, but it has not avoided the development of a mass tourism model, resulting in a threat to
conservation and even to the tourism (Esteves 2002, Kim 2004).

2

Objectives and methods

The central question is the compatibility between the tourism model developed at Ilha do Mel and its
conservation. The objective is to assess the hypothesis that, in PAs with human presence, the measures
centred in limiting the access to natural resources are insufficient to effectively achieve conservation.
Conversely, it requires a special attention to the social aspects, particularly to the distribution of the
opportunities and the benefits of the economic activities. First, in order to support the analysis, the
history of occupation, the management plans and the conservation measures of Ilha do Mel are
described. Subsequently, data of the economic evolution and the current business are presented and
analyzed, focusing on how the benefits are differentiated. Finally, the main conclusions are
formulated, including recommendations to improve the socio-environmental management of similar
cases (the complete study can be accessed at Kim 2004, in Portuguese).
The evaluation was based on a literature review complemented by fieldwork. First, key informants
were interviewed, such as the staff responsible for the island’s management, health and education
agents, representatives of NGOs and researchers. The second stage consisted in interviews to a
representative sample of the economic agents at Ilha do Mel. Between January and July 2004, 106
businesses were interviewed: 65 guest houses (68.5 % of the total number of guest houses), 35
camping sites (45.5 % of camping sites) 39 bars or restaurants and 17 businesses categorised as
“others”, including gift shops, outdoor accessories, grocery shops, internet cafes, a juice house and a
liquor shop. A stratified analysis representing three social groups was adopted when required (adapted
from Reichmann Neto 1999):
¾ Native: descendants of families established in the island for several generations, mainly consisting
of disadvantaged people with low literacy;
¾ Immigrants: residents of the island for at least one year. Originally from several Brazilian states,
but mainly from Paraná;
¾ Non-residents: business owners who do not live at Ilha do Mel but visit it seasonally or
sporadically.

3
3.1

Results
History and management plans

Ilha do Mel is located between the coordinates 25° 29’ S and 48° 21’ 18’’ W and has an area of
approximately 2,900 ha (Figure 1; De Britez & Marquez 2005). Until the 1960s the main livelihoods
of the local population were artisanal fishery and subsistence agriculture. In the 1970’s a road to
Pontal do Sul, the nearest point to the island in the continent, was built. The island started receiving
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visitors seeking contact with nature in a beautiful landscape, mainly young people camping at the
beaches or at residents’ backyards. Since then, the local population started to provide services to these
visitors and the tourism gradually became part of the natives’ livelihood. In the early 1980’s the
tourists’ influx increased considerably and the local population started to live closely with their social
dynamic. The consequence was a radical change in the native lifestyle (Tomaz 1996). The tourism
development was further stimulated by the provision of electricity in 1988 and the construction of a
pier. From December 1987 to January 1988 the island received 36,560 visitors and 80,295 from
December 1996 to January 1997 (Esteves 2002). Currently the island receives about 140,000 visitors
per year with a peak of 2,000 to 5,000 tourists per day from December to March (SEMA 2004, in Dos
Santos Junior 2007).

Figure 1: Localization map (Google 2009; Coastal Oceanography and Geoprocessing Laboratory, Federal
University of Paraná 2004)

In the 1980’s and 1990’s the island received several immigrants, e. g. wealthy people seeking quality
of life who started a business or deprived people looking for the opportunities derived from these new
businesses. The permanent population increased from 574 habitants in 1970 to 1,448 in 2004, an
increase of almost 150 %. The number of buildings also augmented, from 120 in 1970 to 758 in 2004,
an increase of 6.3 times (Table 1; Dos Santos Junior 2007, Esteves 2004).
Table 1:

Permanent population and buildings at Ilha do Mel, from 1970 to 2004 (after: *Esteves 2004, **Dos
Santos Junior 2007, modified). Note: The data from 2002 exclude the villages of Praia Grande and
Ponta Oeste, the two smallest villages of the island.
Year
1970 *
1980 *
1991 *
1996 *
2002 *
2004 **

Number of residents
574
606
515
570
906
1,448

Number of buildings
120
294
463
531
700
758

Although in 1980 the rising number of secondary residences was visible, the augment of tourism
enterprises became evident only in 1995 when many secondary residences turned into businesses
(Reichmann Neto 1999). The advance of tourism intensified the occupation. This expansion happened
disorderly, increasing the pressure on the land and the impacts on the ecosystems. Reactively, the state
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environmental agencies like IAP (Instituto Ambiental do Paraná – Environmental Institute of Paraná,
the agency responsible for law enforcement and monitoring), the Environmental Secretary and the
Forest Police were mobilized intending to regulate the land use (Tomaz 1996).
The first juridical mention of Ilha do Mel was in September 1946, when it was considered federal
property. From the 1970’s on, several architecture offices submitted tourism development plans to the
federal government. Reactions of the society to such plans included the creation of a group supporting
the preservation of the island and its legal acknowledgement as Historic, Artistic and Natural Heritage
of Paraná State in 1975. This was a first attempt of the state government to regulate the land use, the
architectonic set and the use of local flora and fauna (Paraná 1986).
In 1980 a proposal named ‚Director Plan: tourism integration of Ilha do Mel’, credited to a Portuguese
business group, was presented to the federal government requiring the leasing of the island. It intended
high profile tourism without considering the needs of the local population; the plan contained several
structural problems and inadequate propositions. Facing a strong reaction to this proposal, the state
government required the impediment of this lease to the federal government, simultaneously asking to
hold legal responsibility over Ilha do Mel (Paraná 1986).
Foreseeing a positive response, the state government created a special commission designed to suggest
measures to acknowledge the value of the Paraná islands. In 1981 this commission created the ‚Use
Plan of Ilha do Mel’, the first systematic and wide-ranging study about the island. The plan had a
diagnosis and a series of proposals emphasizing land property and use problems. A marked difference
from previous plans is the clear statement of protecting the natural environment and improving the
population quality of life as central objectives. The social goals were addressed by improving the
infrastructure for health, education, security and sanitation (Paraná 1986).
In 1982 the management of Ilha do Mel was transferred to the Paraná State. Since then, it has
administratively belonged to the municipality of Paranaguá, but it has been under the jurisdiction of
IAP. The Use Plan mentioned above entered into force in 1982. Several plans were presented after the
Use Plan (Paraná 1986). Progressively, the diagnoses became more elaborated and the proposals were
more adequate. However, the proper implementation of these proposals has been setback by the
discontinuity of the governments, the lack of financial and human resources for the environmental
bodies and insufficient political will.

3.2

Conservation measures

When Ilha do Mel was transferred to the state and the Use Plan had entered into force, the government
had a conservationist position. To fulfil the contract with the federal government, it created an
Ecological Station (a highly restrictive PA where visitors are not allowed), with 2,240.69 ha
encompassing almost the entire north part of the island. The zoning of the Use Plan also established a
State Park (allowing visitors but not residents) in the southern part of Ilha do Mel (Paraná 1986).
The initial effort to create the PAs has not been continued to effectively implementing them. The
management plan of the Ecological Station was edited only in 1996, 14 years after its creation, and the
management programs of this plan have not been implemented at the time of writing (June 2009). The
State Park was legally created in 2002 and still does not have a management plan (the Brazilian PAs
system states that a management plan must be released up to 5 years after the creation of the area), and
none of the PAs has a specific administrative body (Paraná 1996). Despite the lack of legal
enforcement, the creation of these areas maintained the vegetation of about 95 % of the island’s
surface (Figure 2).
The PAs only partially restrained the urban expansion. The occupation areas also have rules intending
to maintain a pattern of constructions with low impact in the landscape. These rules regulate the land
ownership, the percentage of private terrains that can be built and the sort of materials allowed to be
used in constructions. Nevertheless, the effective control of the occupation by enforcing these rules
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depends heavily on the government in power and how compromised it is with the conservation. As the
enforcement is erratic, the density of occupation areas has progressively increased and there are illegal
houses and businesses inside of both PAs (Telles 2004).

Figure 2: Map presenting the areas with and without vegetation cover at Ilha do Mel (Kim 2004).

The growth of occupation areas has not been accompanied by a proportional offer of basic
infrastructure, such as sanitation. The intensification of the urban density combined with seasonal
peaks of visitation during the summer has caused the contamination of soil and watercourses. It also
affected the seawater quality and, consequently, the tourism. Further negative impacts of the
insufficiency of services such as water supply and waste collection include shortage of drinking water
and rubbish accumulation during the tourism season (Esteves 2004).
The local authorities focus the control of the tourists’ number to a limit of 5,000 visitors per day
established in the 1990´s. This number was based on the accommodation capacity and water supply at
that time. This capacity has increased to 8,000 in 2004 but the limit did not change, raising complaints
from a part of the local business (SEMA 2004, in Dos Santos Junior 2007). A symbolic entry fee of
about US$ 2 is also charged. The visitor control is made at the ferry on the continent side, which is the
main entry to the island, though not the only. Tourists can embark from other places or utilize private
boats, weakening this limitation. The new Use Plan, created in 2004 but not completely approved,
includes measures to make the control of visitors stricter and the implementation of a higher visitation
fee, proportional to the number of days that the tourist stays on the island.
The land use limitations imposed by the PAs affected the natives negatively, since their traditional
occupation model did not include any regulations: a family member getting married usually found a
piece of land unoccupied to build a new house. When the real estate speculation started after the
tourism, many natives sold their land to immigrants intending to move to an unoccupied terrain, but
the Use Plan stated that no new occupation areas should be opened and those who sold their terrain
should leave the island (Frank et al. 1991, Tomaz 1996). This has been a conflict since then: the
natives declare that their population is growing and they are confined to small terrains, therefore
demanding licences to build in the protected areas.
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survey performed
p
b Reichmannn Neto in 1997, there was a slighht decrease in the proportion of
by
immigraants (from 666 % to 59 %).
% This did not
n favour th
he natives, whose
w
proporrtion also diiminished
(from 344 % to 22 %),
% evidencinng the augm
ment of non-resident bussinessmen. S
Such data sup
pport the
inferencee that the ricchness generrated for thee tourism at Ilha do Mel is progressiively approp
priated by
outsiderss, especiallyy by people who do nott even live at
a the islandd, diminishinng the probaability of
incorporrating this weealth within the
t local ecoonomy.
This dissparity was also reflectted in the businesses
b
quality.
q
Imm
migrants andd non-residents were
predominantly owneers of guest houses,
h
whille natives weere the majority of campping sites’ prroprietors
4 The presence of exteernal investorrs enhanced the quality of the servicces. Nevertheeless, the
(Figure 4).
natives were
w
relegatted to typess of businessses that req
quire lower investment in infrastruccture and
labour, also
a
generatting lower profit.
p
This happened beecause exterrnal investorrs have morre capital
availablee to invest annd better marrket knowleddge, which co
onstitutes a great
g
advantaage over natiives.
Table 2:

B
Businesses
claassified by quuality and orig
gin of the ownner (Kim 2004)

Origin

High Qualityy

Fair Quallity

Low Quality
Q

Pers.

%

Pers.

%

Pers.

%

Perss.

%

2
17
6

8
27
33

11
34
12

42
4
55
67

13
11
-

50
18
-

266
622
188

100
100
100

Natives
Immigrantts
Non-resideents

Total

The busiinesses were classified acccording to the
t quality off their servicces (high, fairr or low), con
nsidering
their declared structure (numbeer of bedroooms, individ
dual or collective show
wers, variety of food
offered, among otheers) and genneral appearaance. By establishing thhe relation bbetween the business
c
andd the origin of
o the ownerr, it became evident thatt the majoritty of native residents
quality category
had low quality businnesses whilee the immigraants owned fair
f or high quality,
q
and tthe non-resid
dents held
the largeer proportionn of high classs enterprisess (Table 2).
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A major consequencce of the markket dominannce by extern
nals is the inccome inequitty. Businessm
men were
asked too point a category reprresenting their average monthly hoousehold inccome, differrentiating
between the low andd high tourism
m season. Caategories are in US$, corrresponding tto a value in Brazilian
S$ 1 in Januaary/2004). Although the m
mode of botth natives
Reais (thhe exchange rate was R$$ 0.35 to US
and imm
migrants was between US
S$ 88 and 3550/month in the high seaason, the nattives were noticeably
n
concentrrated in the lower rangee while the immigrants
i
had
h a fair diistribution w
within the miiddle and
higher income
i
categgories (Figuure 5). Durinng the low season the average inccome was obviously
o
inferior; however, thhe immigrannts sustainedd a similar in
ncome to thee high seasoon, while nattives had
wer average earnings
e
(Figgure 6).
even low
Compariing the averaage income declared
d
by immigrants
i
and
a non-residdents, it becaame evident that nonresidentss had the higghest revenuues among thhe social cateegories. Besside higher reeturns of thee island’s
investmeents, their inccome may allso be compllemented by investments elsewhere (F
Figure 7).

Job opp
portunities
The empployment offfer at Ilha doo Mel is influuenced by th
he tourism seeasonality. Thhe field surv
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businesssmen about the
t number of permanennt and temporary jobs offered
o
withoout considering posts
occupiedd by family members. Among
A
the 106 interview
wed, 42 % diid not hire aany employee outside
their fam
milies; 31 % hired permaanent employyees, and 27 % hired tem
mporary ones. The total number
n
of
permaneent jobs generated was 110, but maany of these were takenn by immigraants who esstablished
themselvves at the islaand to work. Temporary jobs lasted for
f a mean off three monthhs, but severral people
were hired on a dailyy basis at bussier periods. This was alsso true for seervices like ggardening or cleaning.
m of temporrary jobs of all the busiinessmen intterviewed was
w 166. Maany of them declared
The sum
preference to non-reesidents, statiing that the local
l
workerrs charged hiigher salariees and had neeither the
o the 166 tem
mporary jobss could poten
ntially be
training nor the disciipline requirred. Thereforre, only 49 of
fulfilled by local resiidents.
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v
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Table
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mployees (Kim
m 2004)
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US$ 84 to 105
U
U 106 to 1422
US$
U 143 to 2100
US$
U 211 to 2800
US$
T
Total

Employers
E
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2
56

%
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3
32
2
25
4
1
100

mily to survivve at Ilha do Mel, the
Summinng the values of essential items to suppport a four--member fam
wages shhould be of at least US$$ 252, or the equivalent of
o three Brazzilian officiaal minimum wages at
the time of the surveey. There waas no informaation on wheether the perm
manent jobs provide the workers’
m temporarry jobs usually do not su
upport workeers’ rights annd the salary does not
legal bennefits, but most
assure a fair survivall for the locaal families.
s
and informal, annd the demannd was supp
plied by a
In brief, the job opportunities weere mostly seasonal
n contributes to the nativves’ hostility
y towards
considerrable proporttion of non-residents. Thhis situation
outsiderss, either empployers or em
mployees. However,
H
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ves since
just a sm
mall proportioon of them has
h the adequuate qualificaation and attittude demandded by the market.
m
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The prepparation to coompete in thhe market deppends on botth formal eduucation and specific train
ning. The
formal education
e
at Ilha do Mell was limitedd to the prim
mary school (4
( years of sstudy) until 2003;
2
for
further studying
s
chilldren had to travel
t
daily to
t the contin
nent. Recentlly, the seconddary school (up to 11
years off study) has been
b
gradually implemennted on the island. The offer of techhnical or pro
ofessional
r
to touurism is extreemely poor. There have been
b
languagge courses annd workshop
ps of food
courses related
hygiene and customeer service. Nevertheless,
N
these coursees qualify peeople to workk in subordin
nate posts
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without giving them
m the opportuunity to searrch for a bettter job; it definitely
d
does not prepaare entrew
is an element requiired to increaase the qualitty of local seervices.
preneurss or business managers, which
An indicator of thee result of the formal study deficiit was the study level of the businessmen
wed, particullarly the natiives’, who sttudied on thee island: 53 % of them sstudied up to
o 4 years,
interview
only onee of them completed the secondary school,
s
and none
n
studied more than 111 years. Co
onversely,
the relattive majorityy of the imm
migrants (366 %) compleeted the secoondary schoool, and 19 % has an
undergraaduate degree. The non-rresidents are the group wiith most yearrs of study (F
Figure 8).
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t local
The defficiencies inn formal stuudy and esppecially the lack of proofessional trraining for the
populatioon reproducees the nativees’ disadvantage and might amplify thhe social diffferentiation at
a Ilha do
Mel to the detrimeent of the majority off the population, markkedly nativess and loweer-income
mission in ttaking meassures that
immigraants. This asspect exempplifies a signnificant goveernmental om
could favvour the sociial equity.
Consequuently, most natives interrviewed suppported reduccing conservaation measurres. The businessmen
were askked about thhe restrictioon on the toourist numbeer and abouut the possibbility of mak
king this
restrictioon stricter annd increasing the entry fee. The maajority of booth immigrannts and non--residents
(predom
minantly ownners of high quality busiinesses) agreeed with thee current resttrictions, and several
declaredd to support more
m
restricttive measures (Table 4). As a result, the access too the island would
w
be
only afffordable to wealthy
w
visiitors, attractting their po
otential cliennts. Converssely, the maajority of
natives and
a the ownners of low quality
q
businnesses were against
a
the present
p
limits and fees siince they
restrain the
t access off low incomee visitors, theeir potential customers.
c
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Table 4:

Businessmen’s opinion about the limits of visitor’s numbers according to their origin (Kim 2004)

Origin
Natives
Immigrants
Non-residents

4

129

Agree with
restrictions
Pers.
%
8
31
34
55
14
78

Disagree with
restrictions
Pers.
%
18
69
28
45
4
22

Total
Pers.
26
62
18

%
100
100
100

Discussion and conclusion

As seen in the first section of this paper, the debate about PAs and populations in the Third World is
intrinsically related to poverty and development issues. The case of Ilha do Mel provides several
insights that might contribute to this discussion. The first point concerns the relation between tourism
and conservation. PAs may act as tourism drivers, especially when preserving charismatic wildlife and
beautiful landscapes. In many cases tourism has been acknowledged as a preferential activity in PAs
because of its non-consumptive ways of generating revenue (Archabald & Naughton-Treves 2001,
Bushell 2005). However, the success of such relation depends on how the conflict between conservation and development is articulated. At Ilha do Mel the first purpose of PAs' creation was to protect the
nature by containing tourism expansion. A clear benefit was the maintenance of the natural landscape
that is today the main attractive for the tourism. Nevertheless, the lack of effective PA planning and
management in a context of growing tourism evidences a weak capacity to make conservation durable
and effective. In the occupation areas, the conciliation between conservation and development is
centred in the limitation of visitors, which is weakly conceived and inefficiently enforced.
The second important issue is the PA relation to the local population; i. e. if it is conceived as an
“island of conservation” where the communities are perceived uniformly as a threat to nature, or if
they are integrated in a holistic perspective and society is regarded as formed by diverse sectors with
different roles within conservation. The case of Ilha do Mel is an example of a conventional
conservation model centred in the nature: the population is considered a homogeneous and ahistorical
block that causes mainly negative impacts on nature and, therefore, must be controlled, limited and
punished (Foladori 2001). The government and the environmental agencies, as in many other cases, do
not consider the social inequities and the way various economic sectors differently affect conservation,
thus not intervening in the economy with regulatory measures. By letting the market act
spontaneously, the authorities have contributed to the unequal distribution of the benefits generated by
the natural landscape of Ilha do Mel.
This leads to the third insight presented by this study case. There is an increasing acknowledgement on
the need of compensating those who suffer the burdens of PA creation by sharing the economic
benefits generated in these areas. It is also understood that these burdens are differentiated among
stakeholders, and the benefits should be addressed primarily to those most immediately affected by a
PA (Archabald & Naughton-Treves 2001). At first, this is a matter of justice, especially when the local
community had a low impact lifestyle that implied in poverty, but contributed to conservation; in such
cases benefits may be regarded as a reward due to their stewardship role. Second, by sharing these
benefits PAs would be more likely to fulfil their responsibility towards sustainable development,
addressing social equity goals together with conservation ones. Third, it has a potential to increase
conservation support since it is expected that communities will act according to their own best interest
(Bushell 2005, Ostergren 2005). The recommendations arising from the Third World Parks Congress
specifically recognized that people living in or near PAs can support its management “if they feel they
share appropriately in the benefits flowing from protected areas, are compensated appropriately for
any lost rights, and are taken into account in planning and operations.” (Third World Parks Congress,
in Scherl et al. 2004).
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During the last decades, the attempts to improve the relation between communities and PAs through
tourism varied from revenue-sharing programmes delivering entry fees and hotel levies, to Integrated
Conservation and Development Projects (ICDPs) or enterprise-based approaches (Archabald &
Naughton-Treves 2001, Scherl 2005, Scherl et al. 2004, Silva 2002). The results are as varied as the
initiatives, but it is a fact that failing in considering the diversity of stakeholders and letting the market
forces unregulated might result in benefits being concentrated in the hands of local elites or
opportunist outsiders, increasing existing social inequities.
At Ilha do Mel, the natives have been expropriated of their richness by both the limitations imposed
due to the PAs’ creation and the marginalization strengthened by the market. For being those less
benefited, they perceive the conservation as contradictory to their welfare. Therefore, instead of being
aligned with the conservation they prefer to lessen protection measures, claiming the entry of more
visitors and an increase of occupation areas.
The conflict between conservation and development at Ilha do Mel is, therefore, centred in the matter
of who benefits from the actual development model. The challenge is to turn the economic
sustainability from a threat to an ally of the conservation objectives by embedding it in social equity. It
can be done taking into account social differences, controlling the economy and the richness
distribution. This regulation could include measures such as:
¾ Awarding credits, subsides, training and technical assistance to ensure the inclusion of natives in
the main economic activities delivering quality products and services;
¾ Control of new external investors in quantity and quality;
¾ Require that external investors employ a quota of trained native workers receiving adequate wages
and work benefits;
¾ Require all businessmen to reverse part of their profit to the conservation of PAs, the maintenance
of the occupation areas’ infrastructure and to the well-being of the local population.
The integration of the sustainable development dimensions does not succeed simply by the
spontaneous action of the market; conversely, it requires a conscientious and compromised
governmental intervention. This is proposed to be operationalized as an environmental policy, under a
conception of environment that does not alienate humans from nature. It is necessary to preserve the
nature to present and future generations, but without excluding those who directly depend on it. As in
the present society they are subjected to uneven conditions, the political option is to either continue to
favour the privileged minority or to promote the deprived majority, intending to alleviate their
historical burden.
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